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Abstract. In recent years, the use of blast furnace slag material is being focused as environmental loading
reduction and sustainable construction. However, in general, autogeneours shrinkage of the concrete using
much amount of GGBFS is large in compared to normal concrete, therefore risk of cracking should be cared.
On the other hand, strength development speed of concrete at early stage will be decreasing as the dosage of
GGBFS increases, even under steam curing condition. It can be considered these points will be significant
disadvantage in both productivity and quality of precast concrete. So in this study, early strength type
expansive agent and setting accelerator were used in combination. As a result, it was confirmed that
compressive strength at early stage is obviously increased. And steam curing temperature can be reduced about
10 degrees, and also, 600×10-6 of restraint expansion was obtained.

1 Introduction
Recently, use of blast furnace slag to the concrete in
Japan is getting increased. This is because Green
procurement and durability of concrete is being focused.
This tendency is expected that it'll be increased
increasingly from now on. In precast concrete production,
it’s necessary to make the temperature of the steam
curing higher than usual, to ensure 2 cycle production.
Because strength development speed of concrete at early
stage will be decreasing as the dosage of GGBFS
increases, even under steam curing condition. However,
When the steam cure temperature set high, there is risk of
a crack caused by internal constraint by temperature.

When using concrete which is blended blast furnace slag
fine powder, especially replacing half of cement, and also
compered with ordinary concrete, the risk of cracking
increases. Because Portland blast furnace slag cement has
a large autogeneous shrinkage [1-6]. On the other hand,
the expansive agent of which high early strength is also
developed in recent years [7-12]. So the purpose of this
study is to improve both quality and productivity of
GGBFS mixed concrete with steam curing by using
expansive agent of which high early strength [13-19].
Furthermore, effect of the combined use of the setting
accelerator was also investigated .

2 Methods

Table 1. Material Used
Material

Type

Remarks

Symbol

Cement

High-early-strength-portland cement

Density:3.13g/cm3

C

Blastfurnace slagfine powder

Density:2.90g/cm3 4000 blaine

Sg

Early-Strength type expansion material

Lime type Density:3.20g/cm3

EX

Fine aggregate

Natural sand

Density in surface dried condition

S

Coarse aggregate

Crushed stone

Density in surface dried condition

G

Admixture

High-range water reducing agent

Polycarbonate type

Ad

Mineral Admixture
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Inorganic nitrogen compounds

E

Table 2. Mix proportion


Quantity of material per unit volume of concrete (kg/m3)
W

C

Sg

Ex

Ex
(%)

①

0

0

②

45

0

③

0

0

④

25

0

35

0

45

0

⑤

125

215

215

⑥
⑦

0

⑧

45

⑨

Steam curing temperature
(℃)

55

45

0
1

35

0
1

⑩

Photo 2. Compressive testing machines

The materials used is shown in Table 1, and the mixing
and curing condition are shown in Table 2. Replacement
ratio of blast furnace slag was 50%. Expansive agent used
was lime based material. The dosage of the water
reducing agent was adjusted so that the slump was 3
±1.5cm. Using a 50ℓ pan type mixer(photo1), mix 30
seconds after solid material input, then the liquid material
was added in 30 seconds and then mixed for another 90
seconds. All the specimen were cured in steam chamber
for 5.5h after 0.5h precuring at ambient temperature,
afterwards, was cooled to ambient temperature in 1h.
Mixing procedure and curing condition were showed in
Fig1 and Fig2. Concrete mixer is shown in Photo1.
Compressive strength and restraint expansion were
measured respectively. That’s shown in photo2 and
photo3. The compression strength was conducted
according to JIS A 1108. The sample under test size was
made 20 cm of φ 10 and test material age were set to 7
hours and 14 days. Restraint expansion test was based on
JIS A 6202. A restriction stick used was D13 of JIS G
3112. In the restraint expansion test, only the specimens
of 8 and 10 in table 2 were used.

Figure 1. Mixing procedure.

Photo 1. Mixer
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3 Results and discussions
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the steam curing temperature increased, the compressive
strength tended to decrease. When added expansion agent
45 kg/m3, there was no strength degradation. When the
expansive agent and the setting accelerator were used in
combination, the compressive strength increased about
1.4 times as compared with control. Even at 14 days of
age, effects by the expansive agent and the setting
accelerator were confirmed. In consequence, it was
confirmed that productivity of precast concrete can be
expected to be improved by combined use of expansive
agent and setting accelerator. Also when comparing 7
hour material age and 14 days material age, its confirmed
that initial strength is more susceptible to temperature
influence than long term strength.

3.1. Compressive strength

Figure 2. Curing condition

Figure 3. A relation between the compressive strength and
the steam curing temperature in the material age for
7 hours.
Photo 3. Restraint device

A relation between the compression strength and the
steam curing temperature in the material age for 7 hours
is indicated in figure-3. In the same mix proportions, it
was confirmed that compressive strength increased as
curing temperature increased . Focusing on the case
which the steam curing temperature is 45℃, compared
with the control, when the expansive agent was added at
25kg/m3, compressive strength developed about 1.4
times. When added at 35kg/m3, developed about 1.5
times, when added 45kg/m3, about developed 1.7 times.
So that, compressive strength tended to increase as the
amount of expandable material increase. The steam
curing temperature indicates the material age 7 hours in
figure-4. Compressive strength of the control showed just
only 5 N/mm2, however, about 2.2 times of strength
development was observed in the case when 3 added
expansive agent 45 kg/m3, about 1.7 times in the case
when setting accelerator was added 1 %. When used in
combination with setting accelerator, compressive
strength was found to be up to 3.4 times at maximum.
This is about the same strength as curing temperature of
55 ℃ , in the case of control. （ Figure-1 ） It was
confirmed that the early strength enhancement effect by
the combined use of the expansive agent and the setting
accelerator. A relation between the compressive strength
and the steam curing temperature in the material age for
14 days is indicated in figure-5. In the case of control, as

Figure 4. The steam cure temperature indicates the material
age 7 hours compressive strength in each combination when
being 35 ℃.

Figure 5. A relation between the compressive strength and
the steam cure temperature in the material age for
14 days.
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6.
Figure 6. Change with time of restraint expansion strain.

7.

3.2. Restraint expansion rate
A relation between restraint expansion strain and age is
shown in Figure 6. By adding 45 kg/m3of expansive
agent, expansion strain of about 600×10-6 was obtained
at age of 14 days. It is considered that compressive
prestress can be introduced into the concrete member. It
can be inferred that temperature stress cracking and
drying shrinkage cracking can be suppressed effectively.
In addition, when applied to precast concrete products,
cracking load can be increased and matrix becomes dene
due to the chemical prestress effect, which is expected to
improve durability.

8.

9.
10.

4 Conclusion

11.

In this study, effect of combined use of expansive agent
and setting accelerator to concrete were confirmed as
followings,

12.

• Compressive strength at early stage was obviously
increased.
• By addition of expansion agent and accelerator,
concrete gain the same strength at 10℃ lower steam
curing comparing to concrete without accelerator and
expansion agent.
６
• 600×10− of restraint expansion could be introduced.
• Temperature doesn’t affect long term strength .
• By increasing temperature , expansion agent become
more effective.
As a future study, its should consider not only the
initial strength but also long term strength for use as a
concrete product, and also its should consider the best
combination ratio, slag replacement ratio and expansion
agent and, accelerator that will bring highest compressive
strength.
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